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1. INTRODUCTION

Self-adaptive systems have been widely studied in several disciplines like Biology,
Engineering, Economy and Sociology. They have become a hot topic in Computer
Science in the last decade as a convenient solution to the problem of mastering the
complexity of modern software systems, networks and architectures. In particular, selfadaptation is considered a fundamental feature of autonomic systems, often realized by
specialized self-* mechanisms like self-configuration, self-optimization, self-protection
and self-healing, as discussed for example in [IBM Corporation 2006].
The literature includes valuable works aimed at capturing the essentials of adaptation
both in the most general sense (see e.g. [Lints 2010]) and in particular fields such as
that of software systems (see e.g. [Salehie and Tahvildari 2009; Bouchachia and Nedjah
2012; McKinley et al. 2004a; Andersson et al. 2009c; Raibulet 2008]) providing in some
cases very rich surveys and taxonomies. A prominent and interesting example is the
taxonomy of concepts related to self-adaptation presented in [Salehie and Tahvildari
2009], whose authors remark the highly interdisciplinary nature of the studies of such
systems. Indeed, just restricting to the realm of Computer Science, active research on
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self-adaptive systems is carried out in Software Engineering, Artificial Intelligence,
Control Theory, and Network and Distributed Computing, among others.
Despite all these classification efforts, there is no agreement on the conceptual notion
of adaptation, neither in general nor for software systems, not to talk about a widely
accepted foundational model for it. Lofti Zadeh noticed in [Zadeh 1963] that “it is very
difficult -perhaps impossible to find a way of characterizing in concrete terms the large
variety of ways in which adaptive behavior can be realized”. Zadeh’s concerns were
conceived in the field of Control Theory but as many authors agree (e.g. [Raibulet 2008;
Salehie and Tahvildari 2009; Andersson et al. 2009c; Lints 2010]), they are valid in
Computer Science as well. One of the things that motivates Zadeh’s lack of hope for a
concrete unifying definition of adaptation is the attempt to subsume two aspects under
the same definition: the external manifestations of adaptive systems, and the internal
mechanisms by which adaptation is achieved. We shall refer to the first aspect as the
black-box perspective on adaptation, and to the second aspect as the white-box one.
Actually, in the realm of Software Engineering there are widely accepted informal
definitions, according to which a software system is called “self-adaptive” if it “modifies
its own behavior in response to changes in its operating environment” [Oreizy et al. 1999],
where such “environment” or “context” has to be understood in the widest possible way,
including both the external environment and the internal state of the system itself.
Typically, such changes are applied when the software system realizes that “it is not
accomplishing what the software is intended to do, or better functionality or performance
is possible” [Laddaga 1997]. Such definitions can be exploited, to a certain extent, to
measure what is often called the degree of adaptability or degree of adaptivity, i.e. to
estimate or predict the system robustness under some conditions. This approach can
be traced back to Zadeh’s proposal [Zadeh 1963], but has been later adopted by many
other authors (e.g. [Mühl et al. 2002; Hölzl and Wirsing 2011]).
The problem is that almost any software system can be considered self-adaptive
according to the definitions recalled above, since any realistic system can modify its
behaviour (for example by following different branches at the same control point)
as a reaction to a change in its context of execution (like the change of variables or
parameters). Therefore such definitions, concerned with the behavioral or observational
perspective only, are of difficult applicability for distinguishing (self-)adaptive systems
from plain (“non-adaptive”) ones. Furthermore, they are of little use for design purposes,
where separation-of-concerns, modularization, reuse and scalability are crucial aspects.
The development and success of many emergent Computer Science paradigms is
often strongly supported by the identification of key principles around which the
theoretical aspects can be conveniently investigated and fully worked out. For example,
in the case of distributed computing, there has been several efforts in studying the
key primitives for communication, including mechanisms for communicating means to
communicate (name mobility) and for code mobility (process passing), which has led
to a wide understood theory of mobile process calculi. There is unfortunately no such
agreement concerning (self-)adaptation, as it is not clear what are the characterizing
structural features that distinguish such systems from plain ones.
Summarizing: (i) existing definitions of adaptation (and related notions such as
adaptivity and adaptability) are not always useful in pinpointing adaptive systems, even
if they allow to discard many systems that certainly are not, and (ii) such definitions do
sometimes focus on the issue of how much a system adapts to some purpose and less on
the issue of in which manner.
Contribution. We take a white-box perspective that allows us to inspect, to some
extent, the internal structure of a system. Our goal is to distill a definition of adaptation
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that is general enough to be cast for most of the approaches found in the literature,
in such a way that our notion of adaptation coincides with that of the authors when
instantiated to their work. Also, we aim at a separation of concerns to distinguish
changes of behaviour that are part of the application logic from those where they realize
the adaptation logic, calling “adaptive” only those systems capable of the latter.
More precisely, we propose a concrete answer to basic questions like “is a software
system adaptive?” or “where is the adaptation logic in an adaptive system?”.
As we shall explain, our answer is not free of ambiguities, but it enables at least the
designer of a system to choose a precise criterion that solves any ambiguity.
Large part of the paper is devoted to a proof of concept: we overview several proposals
in the literature and validate how our definition of adaptation is applied to them. For
example, self-adaptation is often obtained by enriching the software that implements the
standard application logic with a control loop which monitors the context of execution,
determines the changes to be enforced, and enacts them. Thus systems featuring such
an architectural pattern, often called MAPE-K [Horn 2001; IBM Corporation 2006;
Kephart and Chess 2003], should definitely be considered as adaptive. But there are
other, simpler adaptive patterns, like the Internal Feedback Loop pattern [Cabri et al.
2011], where the control loop is not as neatly separated from the application logic as in
MAPE-K, and the Reactive Adaptation pattern, where the system just reacts to events
from the environment by changing its behaviour. Also systems realizing such patterns
should be captured by a convincing definition of adaptation, and their adaptation logic
should be exposed and differentiated from their application logic.
Other software systems that can easily be categorized as (self-)adaptive are those
implemented with programming languages either explicitly designed to express these
features or explicitly advocated as suitable for that purpose. Archetypal examples are
languages belonging to such paradigms as Context Oriented Programming [Hirschfeld
et al. 2008; Salvaneschi et al. 2011], where the contexts of execution are first-class
citizens, or Dynamic Aspect Oriented Programming [Popovici et al. 2003; Greenwood
and Blair. 2004], where dynamic aspect weaving provides a natural mechanism for
realizing adaptive behaviors. Nevertheless, it is very important to remark that it is
not the programming language what makes a program adaptive or not: truly adaptive
systems can be programmed in traditional languages, exactly like object-oriented
systems can, with some effort, in traditional imperative languages. However, we stress
that, disregarding of the paradigm or language being used, the adaptation logic should
be clearly identified and the way it is designed and realized should be well disciplined.
Structure of the paper. The goal of this position paper is to present a conceptual
framework for adaptation, proposing a simple structural criterion to portray adaptation
(Section 2). To illustrate the framework we have selected a wide representative set
of approaches to adaptation. We discuss how systems developed according to them
are shown to be adaptive according to our definition and explain how to understand
adaptation therein. In particular we organize the overview and discussion of such
approaches into three main sections (3–5), respectively devoted to engineering aspects
(Section 3), foundational aspects (Section 4), and linguistic aspects (Section 5). Since
most of the surveyed approaches cover more than one such aspect, we have decided
to consider each work in the section devoted to the aspect that is more stressed in
the approach being discussed. In Section 6 we overview other surveys and taxonomies
conceived with the same aim as our work: to bring some light around the notion
of adaptation, in order to identify the main distinguishing features of self-adaptive
systems and establish a common ground for fruitful research debates. Finally, we wrap
up our considerations and discuss current and future research in Section 7.
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2. WHEN IS A SOFTWARE COMPONENT ADAPTIVE?

Software systems are made of one or more processes, roughly programs in execution,
possibly interacting among themselves and with the environment in arbitrarily complex
ways. A complex adaptive system, hence, can be built in a compositional way, e.g. by
integrating individual adaptive components according to specific patterns as we shall
discuss. Indeed, component-based design is a widely accepted key feature of selfadaptive systems [McKinley et al. 2004a]. However, it may also happen that a complex
system made of components that are not considered to be adaptive exhibits a collective
behavior which is instead considered to be adaptive (see e.g. the discussion in [Lints
2010]). Such emergent adaptation is the result of the interaction among components.
Our framework focuses on the first form of adaptation, i.e. in the adaptation of (simple
or composite) components, for which we introduce the following conceptual framework.
The behavior of a component is governed by a program and according to the traditional
view (see e.g. [Wirth 1976]), a program is made of control (i.e. algorithms) and data.
Of course many more sophisticated views and paradigms have been introduced in
Computer Science but this very basic view of programs as control and data is sufficient
for the sake of introducing our approach. Therefore, we can say that control and data
are two conceptual ingredients that in presence of sufficient resources (like computing
power, memory or sensors) determine the behaviour of the component. Our conceptual
framework of adaptation requires to make explicit the fact that the behaviour of a
component depends on some well identified control data which can be changed to adapt
the component’s behaviors. At this level of abstraction we are neither concerned with
the structure of control data, nor with the way the behaviour of the component is
influenced by such data, nor with the causes of modification of control data.
Our definition of adaptation is then very simple but very concrete.
Definition (adaptation). Given a component with a distinguished collection of control
data, adaptation is the runtime modification of such control data.
From this basic definition we immediately derive several others. A component is
adaptable if it has a distinguished collection of control data that can be modified at
runtime. Thus if either the control data are not identified or they cannot be modified,
then the component is not adaptable. Further, a component is adaptive if it is adaptable
and its control data are actually modified at runtime, at least in some of its executions.
Moreover, a component is self-adaptive if it modifies its own control data at runtime.
Given the intrinsic complexity of adaptive systems, our conceptual view of adaptation
might look like an oversimplification. Our goal is to show that instead it enjoys most of
the properties that one would require from such a definition.
Any definition of adaptation should face the problem that the judgement whether a
system is adaptive or not is often subjective. Indeed, one can always argue that whatever
change in the behaviour the system is able to manifest is part of the application logic,
and thus should not be deemed as an adaptation. From our perspective, this is captured
by the fact that the collection of control data of a component can be defined, at least in
principle, in an arbitrary way, ranging from the empty set (“the system is not adaptable”)
to the collection of all the data of the program (“any data modification is an adaptation”).
As a concrete example, consider the following conditional statement.
if the hill is too steep then
assemble with others
else
proceed alone
end if
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Can it be interpreted as a form of adaptation?
From a black-box perspective the answer is “it depends”. Indeed, the above statement
is typical of controllers for robots operating collectively as swarms and having to
face environments with obstacles (see e.g. [O’Grady et al. 2010b]). As some authors
observe [Harvey et al. 2005] “obstacle avoidance may count as adaptive behaviour if
[...] obstacles appear rarely. [...] If the normal environment is [...] obstacle-rich, then
avoidance becomes [...] normal behaviour rather than an adaptation”. In sum, the above
conditional statement can be a form of adaptation in some contexts but not in others.
Now, suppose that the statement is part of the software controlling a robot, and that
the hill is too steep is just a boolean variable set according to the value returned
by some sensors. If the hill is too steep is considered as a standard program variable which is not part of the control data, then the change of behaviour caused by a
modification of its value is not considered as an adaptation in our framework. If the
variable the hill is too steep is instead considered as part of the control data, then
modifications of its value are considered to be adaptations.
Summing up, the above question (i.e.“can it be interpreted as a form of adaptation?”)
can be answered only after a clear identification of the control data. This means that
from our white-box perspective the answer is still “it depends” as it is for the black-box
case. However, there is a fundamental difference: the responsibility of declaring which
behaviours are part of the adaptation logic and which are not, is passed from the
observer of the component to its designer.
We remark that white-box approaches to adaptation have many advantages. For
example they allow software engineers to analyze adaptation requirements with the
help of the six honest men [Salehie and Tahvildari 2009]: (1) Why is adaptation required?
Is the purpose of adaptation to meet some robustness criteria, to improve the system’s
performance or to satisfy some other goal? (2) When should adaptation be enacted?
Should adaption be applied reactively or proactively? (3) Where should adaptation be
enacted? At the business level, at the architectural level, or at some other level? (4) What
parts of the system should be adapted? That is, which artifacts (components, connectors,
interfaces, etc.) should be adapted? (5) Who should enact the adaptation? Which entity
(e.g. human controller, autonomic manager) is in charge of each adaptation? (6) How
should adaptation be applied? That is, which is the plan that establishes the order in
which to apply the necessary adaptation actions?
Our conceptual framework follows this spirit and is mainly devoted to the identification of the what (i.e. the control data), which then facilitates finding the right who, why,
when, where and how of a system’s adaptation mechanism.
Ideally, a sensible collection of control data should be chosen to enforce a separation of
concerns, allowing to distinguish neatly, if possible, the activities relevant for adaptation
(those that affect the control data) from those relevant for the application logic only
(that should not modify the control data).
Of course, any computational model or programming language can be used to implement an adaptive system, just by identifying the part of the data that governs the
behavior. Consequently, the nature of control data can vary considerably, in the range
of all possible ways of encapsulating behavior: from simple configuration parameters to
a complete representation of the program in execution that can be modified at runtime
and passing through aspects, policies, rules, contexts, plans, and all that. The extreme
case of having entire program representations as control data is typical of computational models that support meta-programming or reflective features even if, at least in
principle, it is possible for any Turing-complete formalism.
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We shall discuss in Sections 4 and 5 how adaptation, as defined above, can be obtained in systems implemented according to several computational formalisms and
programming paradigms. Before that, we survey in the next section several well accepted architectures, patterns and reference models for adaptive systems and discuss
how they can be cast in our framework.
3. ENGINEERING APPROACHES TO ADAPTATION

Several contributions in the literature describe engineering approaches to autonomic
computing and self-adaptive software. In this section we survey some of such proposals,
stressing for each of them how a reasonable notion of control data can be identified.
More explicitly, the criterion that we will use for determining such data is the following:
a system designed according to one of such approaches manifests an adaptation exactly
when the corresponding control data are subject to a change. We organize the discussion
around three main themes: reference models (Section 3.1), architectural approaches
(Section 3.2), and model-based approaches (Section 3.3).
3.1. Reference Models for Adaptation

One of the most influential reference models for adaptive systems is the MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute, Knowledge) reference model, introduced in the seminal
IBM paper [Horn 2001]. According to it, a self-adaptive system is made of a component
implementing the application logic, equipped with a control loop that monitors the
execution through suitable sensors, analyses the collected data, plans an adaptation
strategy, and finally executes the adaptation of the managed component through some
effectors; all the phases of the control loop access a shared knowledge repository. The
managed component is considered to be an adaptable component, and the system made
of both the component and the manager implementing the control loop is considered as
a self-adaptive component.
This model naturally fits in our framework with
an obvious choice for the control data: these are
the data of the managed component which are
modified by the execute phase of the control loop.
Thus the control data of a managed component
is (explicitly or implicitly) available through the
interface it offers to its manager, which can use it
to enact its control loop, as shown in Fig. 1.
The construction can be iterated, as the manager itself can be an adaptable component. We
shall see several examples of this throughout the
paper (e.g. [Lanese et al. 2010; Bucchiarone et al.
2011b]). As an example think of a system like the
Fig. 1. Control data in MAPE-K.
one in [Bucchiarone et al. 2011b] where components follow plans to perform their tasks and re-planning is used to overcome unpredicted situations that may make current plans inefficient or impossible to realize. A
component in this scenario can be adaptable, having a manager which devises new
plans according to changes in the context or in the component’s goals. In turn, this
planning component might itself be adaptable, with another component that controls
and adapts its planning strategy, for instance determining the new strategy on the basis
of a tradeoff between optimality of the plans and computational cost of the planning
algorithms. In this case, the planning component (that realizes the control loop of the
base component) exposes itself some control data (conceptually part of its knowledge),
thus enabling a hierarchical composition that allows one to build towers of adaptive
components (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3. The FORMS reference model.

Another general reference model has been proposed
in [Andersson et al. 2009b], where computational reflection is promoted as a necessary criterion for any
self-adaptive software system. Reflection implies the
presence, besides of base-level components and computations, of meta-level subsystems and meta-computations
that act on a meta-model. Meta-computations can inspect and modify the meta-model that is causally connected to the base-level system, so that changes in either one are reflected in the other. The authors argue
that most methodologies and frameworks proposed for
the design and development of self-adaptive systems
rely on some form of reflection, even if this is not always made explicit. Building on these considerations,
they introduce the FOrmal Reference Model for Selfadaptation (FORMS) [Weyns et al. 2010; 2012], which
provides basic modeling primitives and relationships
among them, suitable for the design of self-adaptive
systems (cf. Fig. 3). Such primitives allow one to make
explicit the presence of reflective (meta-level) subsystems, computations and models.
Fig. 2. Tower of adaptation.
The goals of [Andersson et al. 2009b] are not dissimilar from ours, as they try to capture the essence of
self-adaptive systems, identifying it in computational reflection (one of the key features
of self-adaptive systems according to [McKinley et al. 2004a]). The FORMS modeling
primitives can be instantiated and composed in a variety of ways. For example, the
authors of [Weyns et al. 2010] provide one example that conforms to the MAPE-K
reference model and another one that follows an application-specific design. A precise
identification of control data according to the criterion explained above depends on the
specific instantiation of the approach, and more precisely on the way modifications to
the meta-level (which are adaptations according to the authors) affect the base level.
Roughly speaking, control data will be located at the boundary between the meta-level
and the base-level components. The same authors provide in [Andersson et al. 2009c] a
more general perspective on adaptation that we discuss in detail in Section 6.
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In several other reflective systems containing an explicit meta-model of the base-level
system, it is pretty clear that such meta-model plays the role of control data. This is
precisely the case of systems conforming to the architecture-based solution proposed
in [Oreizy et al. 1999]. This approach is concerned with self-adaptation, and considers
also issues related to observation, evaluation and planning. It identifies a “spectrum of
self-adaptation” which matches pretty well with the spectrum of adaptive systems we
have identified: conditional expressions, online algorithms (deterministic, randomized
or probabilistic), generic or parametrized algorithms, algorithm selection, evolutionary
programming (genetic algorithms, AI-based learning), and so on. Besides the MAPE-K
control loop, the approach identifies an architecture-based solution to adaptation: at
runtime, an architectural model is mantained that describes the running implementation. This architectural model, made of components and connectors, can be modified by
the control loop (adding/removing components/connectors, or changing the topology).
An Evolution Manager (EM) ensures the consistency between the architectural model
and the implementation, that is modified to reflect the changes to the model.
3.2. Architectural approaches to adaptation

Some of the above discussed reference models put the stress on architectural aspects.
Indeed, many architectural solutions to self-* systems have been proposed, mainly
based on specific architectures aimed at facilitating the realization of control loops (see
e.g. [Brun et al. 2009]), or on architectural reconfiguration as the basic mechanisms for
self-adaptation (see the overview of [Bradbury et al. 2004] in Section 6).
A first example is the architectural approach of [Andrade and Fiadeiro 2002]. There,
a system specification has a two-layered architecture to enforce a separation between
computation and coordination. The first layer includes the basic computational components with well-identified interfaces, while the second one is made of connectors
(called coordination contracts) that link the components appropriately in order to ensure the required system’s functionalities. Adaptation in this context is obtained by
reconfiguration, which can consist of removal, addition or replacement of both base
components and connectors among them. The possible reconfigurations of a system
are described declaratively with suitable rules, grouped in coordination contexts: such
rules can be either invoked explicitly, or triggered automatically by the verification of
certain conditions. In this approach, as adaptation is identified with reconfiguration,
the control data consist of the whole two-layered architecture, excluding the internal
state of the computational components.
Control loops have been extensively studied (see e.g. the survey of [Brun et al. 2009])
as a key mechanism for achieving self-adaptation in software systems, since their
introduction in engineering disciplines like Control Theory. The authors of [Cabri et al.
2011] propose a taxonomy of design patterns for adaptation, which includes typical
control loop patterns such as the internal control loop and the external control loop. Like
the MAPE-K reference model, also these patterns can be cast easily in our framework (cf.
Fig. 4). In the internal control loop pattern, the manager is a wrapper for the managed
component and it is not adaptable. Instead, in the external control loop pattern, the
manager is an adaptable component that is connected with the managed component.
The taxonomy of [Cabri et al. 2011] includes a third pattern called reactive pattern
that describes reactive components (see Fig. 4) capable of modifying their behavior in
reaction to an external event, without any control loop. In our conceptual framework, a
reactive system of this kind is (self-)adaptive if we consider as control data the variables
that are modified by sensing the environment. Other control loops can be found in [Brun
et al. 2009] and include, in addition to the MAPE-K control loop, the Model Identification
Adaptive Control loop and the Model Reference Adaptive Control loop.
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Fig. 4. External (top-left) and internal (bottom-left) control loop patterns and their presentation in terms of
the MAPE-K model (center), and the reactive pattern (right).

The Ensemble system [van Renesse et al. 1998] is a network protocol architecture
conceived with the aim of facilitating the development of adaptive distributed applications. The main idea is that each component of the application relies on a reconfigurable
stack made of simple micro-protocol modules, which implement different componentto-component communication features. Adaptation can happen at different points. In
particular it may affect the components participating to the distributed application (or
to groups within it) or the communication infrastructure (i.e. the module stack). Hence,
generally speaking, the set of components, their state and the module stack form the
control data of the adaptive application.
The module stack imposes a layered structure to the communication infrastructure
which is used to guide its adaptation. For instance, adaptation can be triggered in a
bottom-up way, when a layer n discovers some environmental changes that require
an adaptation. Then the module at layer n may be adapted and, if not possible, the
adaptation request is propagated to the upper layer n+1. Such structure is also exploited
when a coordinated, distributed adaptation is needed. Such forms of adaptations are
one of the main concerns of the Ensemble system, which are tackled by the Protocol
Switching Protocol (PSP), one the key features of the approach. The protocol is initiated
by a global coordinator that sends the notification of the need of adaptation to each
component. Within each component the notification is propagated through the protocol
stack, so that each layer applies the necessary actions.
The authors of [Broy et al. 2009] propose a formal definition of when a system exposes
an adaptive behaviour with respect to a user. A system is modeled as a black-box
component that can interact with the user and with the environment through streams
of data. An ordinary system is assumed to be deterministic, i.e. it is expected to react in
the same way every time the user provides a given input stream. On the other hand,
if a system reacts non-deterministically, i.e. by reacting differently to the same input
stream provided by the user at different times, the system is considered to be adaptive.
The point is that a non-deterministic reaction is interpreted as an evidence of the
fact that the system adapted its behaviour after an interaction with the environment.
Different kinds of adaptation are considered, depending on how much of the interaction
between the environment and the system can be observed by the user. Even if formally
crisp, this definition of adaptation is based on strong assumptions, in particular that
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Fig. 5. Petri net model of an adaptive system.

non-adaptive systems are deterministic and that all adaptive systems are interactive.
Such assumptions can restrict considerably its range of applicability. For example, it
would not classify as adaptive a system where a change of behaviour is triggered by
an interaction with the user. More generally, as we argued in the introduction, we
think that it is not convenient to base a formal definition of adaptation on a black-box
perspective based on the observable behaviour of systems only.
3.3. Model-based Approaches to Adaptation

In many frameworks for the design of adaptive systems the base-level system has a
fixed collection of possible behaviours (or behavioural models), and adaptation consists
of passing from one behaviour to another, for example for the sake of better performance
or to ensure, in case of partial failure, the contractually agreed functionalities, even if
in a degraded form. We shall see many examples that fall into this category throughout
the paper, in particular in Section 4 and in this section.
A prominent example is the approach proposed in [Zhang and Cheng 2006a], which
emphasizes the use of formal methods to validate the development of adaptive systems,
for example by requiring the definition of global invariants for the whole system and
of local requirements for the “local” behaviours. Specifically, it represents the local
behavioural models with coloured Petri nets, and the adaptation change from one local
model to another with an additional Petri net transition labeled adapt (cf. Fig. 5). Such
adapt transitions describe how to transform a state (a set of tokens) in the source
Petri net into a state in the target model, thus providing a clean solution to the state
transfer problem (i.e. the problem to transfer the state of the system before and after
the adaptation in a consistent way) common to these approaches. In this context, a
good choice of control data would be the Petri net that describes the current base-level
computation, which is replaced during an adaptation change by another local model.
Instead, the alternative, pretty natural choice of control data as the tokens that are
consumed by the adapt transition would be considered poor, as it would not separate
clearly the base-level from the meta-level computations.
Also [Karsai and Sztipanovits 1999] shares this view, showing how their approach to
Model-Integrated Computing can be applied to adaptive systems. Adaptation is mainly
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reconfiguration followed by automatic deployment, triggered at runtime either by the
user or by the system as reaction to certain events. In the proposed case study, a simple
finite state automata determines the transition from one behaviour to another: clearly,
the control data of this approach are the states of the finite state automata.
The authors of [Bucchiarone et al. 2010] define a life-cycle for service-based applications where adaptation is a first class concern. Such life-cycle continues during runtime,
in order to cope with dynamic requirements and the corresponding adaptations. In
addition to the life-cycle, the authors focus on the identification of a number of design
principles and guidelines that are suitable for adaptable applications. Essentially, adaptation is understood as the modification of the workflow implementing a service-based
application, from substituting individual services by equivalent ones, to recomposing a
piece of the workflow to obtain an equivalent result. Therefore, roughly speaking, the
current workflow is the control data of the service-based applications.
4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELS FOR ADAPTATION

Computational reflection is widely accepted as one of the key instruments to model
and build self-adaptive systems (cf. [McKinley et al. 2004a; Dowling et al. 2000]). Indeed computational paradigms equipped with reflective, meta-level or higher-order
features, allow one to represent programs as first-class citizens. In these cases adaptation emerges, according to our definitions, if the program in execution is represented in
the control data of the system, and it is modified during execution causing changes of
behaviour. Prominent examples of such formalisms are process calculi with higher-order
or meta-level aspects (e.g. HO π-calculus [Sangiorgi 1992], MetaKlaim [Ferrari et al.
2004]), higher-order variants of Petri nets (e.g. Dynamic Petri Nets [Asperti and Busi
2009]) and Graph Grammars, rewrite theories with logical reflection like rewriting
logic [Meseguer 1992], Logic Programming [Lloyd 1987], and programming languages
like LISP, Java, C#, Perl and several others. Systems implemented in these paradigms
can realize adaptation within themselves (self-adaptation), but in general the program
under execution can be modified also by a different entity, like an autonomic manager
implemented in a different language, or in the same language but running in a separate
thread. Of course, computational reflection assumes different forms and, despite of being a very convenient mechanism, it is not strictly necessary: as we argued in Section 1
any programming language can be used to build a self-adaptive system.
We outline in this section some rules of thumb for the choice of control data within
some well-known computational formalisms (deferring programming paradigms and
languages to Section 5) and we argue how they can be used for modeling the behavior
of self-adaptive systems. In addition, we survey a representative set of models that
have been conceived with the specific purpose of modeling self-adaptive systems and
supporting their formal analysis. We focus on three main strands: declarative, rulebased computational models (Section 4.1), computational models from the concurrency
theory field (Section 4.2), and automata-like computational models (Section 4.3).
4.1. Declarative and Rule-based Models for Adaptation

Logic programming [Lloyd 1987] and its variations are one of the most successful
declarative programming paradigms. In the simplest variant, a logic program consists
of a set of Horn clauses and, given a goal, a computation proceeds by applying repeatedly
SLD-resolution trying to reach the empty clause in order to refuse the initial goal.
Most often logic programming interpreters support two extra-logical predicates, assert
and retract, whose evaluation has the effect of adding or removing the specified Horn
clause from the program in execution, respectively, causing a change in its behaviour.
This is a pretty natural form of adaptation that fits perfectly in our framework by
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considering the same clauses of the program as control data. More precisely, this is an
example of self-adaptation, because the program itself can modify the control data.
Rule-based programming is another example of a very successful and widely adopted
declarative paradigm, thanks to the solid foundations offered by rule-based theoretical
frameworks like term and graph rewriting. As many other programming paradigms,
several rule-based approaches have been tailored or directly applied to adaptive systems
(e.g. graph transformation [Ehrig et al. 2010a]). Typical solutions include dividing
the set of rules into those that correspond to ordinary computations and those that
implement adaptation mechanisms, or introducing context-dependent conditions in the
rule applications (which essentially corresponds to the use of standard configuration
variables). The control data are identified by the above mentioned separation of rules
in the first case, and they correspond to the context-dependent conditions in the latter.

The situation is different when we consider rule-based approaches which enjoy higherorder or reflection mechanisms. A good example is logical reflection, a key feature of
frameworks like rewriting logic [Meseguer 1992]. At the ground level, a rewrite theory
R (e.g. a software module) lets us infer a computation step R ` t → t0 from a term (e.g. a
program state) t into t0 . A universal theory U lets us infer the computation at the “metalevel”, where theories and terms are meta-represented as terms: U ` (R, t) → (R, t0 ).
Since U itself is a rewrite theory, the reflection mechanism can be iterated yielding what
is called the tower of reflection, where not only terms t, but also rules R of the lower level
can be accessed and modified at runtime. This mechanism is efficiently supported by
Maude [Clavel et al. 2007] and has given rise to many interesting meta-programming
applications like analysis and transformation tools.
In particular, the reflection mechanism of
rewriting logic has been exploited in [Meseguer
and Talcott 2002] to formalize a model for distributed object reflection, suitable for the specification of adaptive systems. Such model, suggestively called Reflective Russian Dolls (RRD), has
a structure of layered configurations of objects,
where each layer can control the execution of obFig. 6. RRDs.
jects in the lower layer by accessing and executing
the rules in their theories, possibly after modifying them, e.g. by injecting some specific
adaptation logic in the wrapped components (cf. Fig. 6). Even at this informal level, it is
pretty clear that the RRD model falls within our conceptual framework by identifying
as “control data” for each layer the rules of its theory that are possibly modified by the
upper layer. Note that, while the tower of reflection relies on a white-box architecture,
the Russian Dolls approach can deal equally well with black-box components, because
wrapped configurations can be managed by message passing. The RRD model has
been further exploited, among others, for modeling policy-based coordination [Talcott
2006], for the design of PAGODA, a modular architecture for specifying autonomous
systems [Talcott 2007], in the composite actors used in [Eckhardt et al. 2012], and in the
design and analysis of self-assembly strategies for robot swarms [Bruni et al. 2012b].
The RRD approach is also very suitable to model self-awareness in software systems,
intended as the means by which a software system is “aware of its self states and
behaviors” [Hinchey and Sterritt 2006]. Indeed, the self states can be modeled as the
meta-representation of the current state of the objects, while the self behaviors can be
modeled as the meta-representation of the objects rules.
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4.2. Models of Concurrency for Adaptation

Languages and models conceived in the area of concurrency theory are also good
candidates for the specification and analysis of self-adaptive systems. We inspect some
of the most widely applied formalisms to see how the conceptual framework can help us
in the identification of the adaptation logic within each model.
Petri nets are undoubtedly the most popular model of concurrency, based on a set of
repositories, called places, and a set of activities, called transitions. The state of a Petri
net is called a marking, that is a distribution of resources, called tokens, among the
places of the net. A transition is an atomic action that consumes several tokens and
produces fresh ones, possibly involving several repositories at once.
We already discussed an example (namely [Zhang and Cheng 2006a] in Section 3.3)
of how Petri nets can be used to model adaptive systems and others (e.g. [Popescu et al.
2012]) can be found in the literature. We provide now a more general discussion which
considers different classes of Petri nets and several reasonable choices for control data
in addition to the one in [Zhang and Cheng 2006a].
Since the topology of the net is static, there is little room to see a Petri net as an
adaptive component: the only possibility is to identify a subset of tokens as control data.
Since tokens are typed by repositories, i.e. places, the control data of a Petri net must
be a subset CP of its “control” places. Tokens produced or removed from places in CP
can enable or inhibit certain activities, i.e. adapt the net. The set CP can then be used
to distinguish the adaptation logic from the application logic: if a transition modifies
the tokens in CP , then it is part of the adaptation logic, otherwise it regards only the
application logic. In particular, the transitions with self-loops on places in CP are those
exploiting directly the control data in the application.
Mobile Petri nets [Asperti and Busi 2009] allow the use of colored tokens carrying
place names, so that the output places of a transition can depend on the data in the
tokens it consumes. In this case, it is natural to include the set of places whose tokens
are used as input parameters from some transition in the set of control places. Dynamic
nets [Asperti and Busi 2009] are an extension of Mobile Petri Nets that allow for
the creation of new subnets when certain transitions fire, so that the topology of the
net can grow dynamically. Such “dynamic” transitions (together with the control data
individuated for Mobile Petri nets) are natural candidates for the adaptation logic.
Classical process algebras (CCS, CSP, ACP) are certainly tailored to the modeling of
reactive systems and therefore their processes easily fall under the hat of the reactive
pattern of adaptation. Instead, characterizing the control data and the adaptation logic
is more difficult in this setting. Since process algebras are based on message passing
facilities over channels, an obvious attempt is to identify suitable adaptation channels.
Processes can then be distinguished on the basis of their behavior on such channels,
but in general this task is more difficult with respect to Petri nets, because processes
will likely mix adaptation, interaction and computation.
The π-calculus [Milner 1999], the join calculus [Fournet and Gonthier 2002] and other
nominal calculi, including higher-order versions (e.g. the HO π-calculus [Sangiorgi
1992]) can send and receive channels names, realizing some sort of reflexivity at the
level of interaction: they have the ability to communicate transmission media. The
situation is then analogous to that of Dynamic Petri nets, as new processes can be
spawn in a way which is parametric with respect to the content of the received messages.
If again we follow the distinction between adaptation channel names from ordinary
channel names, then we inherit all the difficulties described for process algebras and
possibly need sophisticated forms of type systems or flow analysis techniques to separate
the adaptation logic from the application logic.
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An example of the use of the π-calculus for modeling autonomic computing systems
can be found in [Wang et al. 2009]. There, adaptive systems are organized in two-levels:
the local level and the global one. The local level is formed by autonomic elements
structured in the MAPE-K spirit as a managed element and an autonomic manager,
all defined by π-calculus processes that communicate over designated channels. In
particular, the effector process enacts adaptation requests by sending messages to its
managed element over the effector channel, which can be understood as the control
data of the local adaptive behavior. At the global level a centralized autonomic manager
monitors and controls the local distributed autonomic managers. Again, adaptation is
realized by sending messages through suitable effector channels.
Similar approaches have been explored within process calculi that feature primitives
that seem adequate to model autonomic systems, including explicit locality aspects,
asynchronous communication and code mobility (e.g. based on tuple-spaces). A paradigmatic example is the KLAIM process algebra [De Nicola et al. 1998], which has been
studied as a convenient mechanism for modeling self-adaptive systems in [Gjondrekaj
et al. 2012]. The authors describe how to adopt in KLAIM three paradigms for adaptation: two that focus on the language-level, namely, context-oriented programming and
aspect-oriented programming (that are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively),
and one that focuses on the architectural-level (i.e. MAPE-K).
The main idea in all cases is to rely on the
use of process tuples, that is, tuples (the equivalent of messages in the tuple-space paradigm)
that denote entire processes. These process tuples
can be sent by manager components (locations in
KLAIM) to managed components, which can then
install them via the eval primitive of KLAIM (cf.
Fig. 7). In other words, adaptation is achieved by
means of code mobility and code injection. The
control data in this case amounts to the set of active processes in each location. Indeed, adaptation
Fig. 7. A KLAIM node.
in their view is the act of installing a new process.
Stemming from this approach, the Service Component Ensemble Language (SCEL)
language has been proposed in [De Nicola et al. 2012a] which realizes adaptation
by combining different paradigms, namely policy-based programming (discussed in
Section 5.3), tuple-space communication, and knowledge-based reasoning. In this case
control data is spread among the policy rules, the process tuples and the knowledge
facts and clauses.
4.3. Automata-based Approaches to Adaptation

Many of the computational models for adaptation based on automata or transitions
systems rely on a multilayered structure reminiscent of hierarchical state machines
and automata. In the simple case of two layers, the base layer is formed by models of
various functional behaviors of the system, and the upper layer is a model that defines
transitions from one base model into another.
A first example of this tradition are the Adaptive Featured Transition Systems
(A-FTS) of [Cordy et al. 2012], which were introduced for the purpose of model checking adaptive software (with a focus on software product lines). A-FTSs are a sort of
transition systems where states are composed by the local state of the system, its
configuration (set of active features) and the configuration of the environment. Transitions are decorated with executability conditions that regard the valid configurations.
Adaptation corresponds to reconfigurations (changing the system’s features). Hence,
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in terms of our white-box approach, system features play the role of control data. The
authors introduce the notion of resilience as the ability of the system to satisfy properties despite of environmental changes (which essentially coincides with the notion of
black-box adaptivity of [Hölzl and Wirsing 2011]). Properties are expressed in AdaCTL,
a variant of the computation-tree temporal logic CTL.
Another example of layered computational structures are S[B] systems [Merelli
et al. 2012], a model for adaptive systems based on 2-layered transitions systems. The
base transition system B defines the ordinary (and adaptable) behavior of the system,
while S is the adaptation manager, which imposes some regions (subsets of states)
and transitions between them (adaptations). Further constraints are imposed by S
via adaptation invariants. Adaptations are triggered to change region (in case of local
deadlock). Such regions, hence, form the control data of the system. The paper also
introduces formal notions of weak and strong adaptability, defined as the ability to
conclude a triggered adaptation in some or all possible behaviors, respectively, and
characterized by suitable CTL formulae.
As for automata, a prominent example are Mode automata [Maraninchi and Rémond
1998], which have been also advocated as a suitable model for adaptive systems. For
example, the approach of [Zhao et al. 2011a] represents adaptive systems with two
layers: a functional layer, which implements the application logic and is represented by
state machines called adaptable automata, and an adaptation layer, which implements
the adaptation logic and is represented with a mode automaton. Adaptation here
is the change of mode (the control data of this approach). The approach considers
three different kinds of specification properties: local (to be satisfied by the functional
behavior of one particular mode, not involving adaptation), adaptation (to be satisfied
by adaptation phases, i.e. transitions between modes), and global (to be satisfied by
all behaviors). An extension of linear-time temporal logic (LTL) called mLTL is used to
express such properties.
An automata-based model is also used in [Biyani and Kulkarni 2008] in order to
specify and verify correctness of overlap adaptations.
Overlap adaptations arise in long-running open and dynamic distributed applications where components can be
removed, added or replaced with a certain frequency. The
set of components of the application correspond to its control
data. An overlap adaptation occurs when the execution of
old components (i.e. components that need to be adapted)
overlaps with the execution of new components (i.e. adapted
components). This overlap introduces non-trivial issues but
is required in order to adapt the whole application in a distributed manner without stopping it. The authors identify
several kinds of overlap adaptations which vary in the kind
of allowed interactions between old and new components.
The main concern of the approach is verifying the correctness of adaptations. For this purpose the approach relies
on the concept of transitional adaptation lattices which are,
essentially, diamond-shaped graphs whose nodes represent Fig. 8. An adaptation lattice.
automata and whose transitions correspond to atomic adaptation actions (cf. Fig. 8).
Each automaton represents the behavior of the whole system in some state. The top
automaton corresponds to the system before adaptation starts, while the bottom automaton corresponds to the system when adaptation ends. The diamond shape of the
lattice implicitly imposes a confluent behavior of individual atomic adaptation actions.
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The lattice imposes further requirements. Notably, the bottom state must be reached at
some point (i.e. adaptation cannot be delayed forever). Morever, the lattice-like structure is annotated with invariant properties which express requirements on each of the
stages (old, intermediate, new) of the system being adapted.
Actually, the approach considers a finer granularity of components in terms of fractions, which are essentially the local instance of components in process locations. This
fine-grained granularity introduces a combinatorial explosion in the size of the lattices
which has a negative impact in the effort required in their correctness verification. To
mitigate this the authors propose a framework based on particular architectures and
coordination protocols, where some specialized modules can drive the adaptation phase
through designated paths in the adaptation lattices. This implicitly introduces a higherlevel adaptation since a system may vary the strategy of such modules according to
various factors. In this case the control data of the system correspond to such strategies.
Another example of labelled transition system variant used for modeling self-adaptive
systems are the Synchronous Adaptive Systems (SAS) of MARS [Adler et al. 2007; Schaefer and Poetzsch-Heffter 2006], where systems are modeled as sets of modules, each
having a set of configurations. At runtime only one configuration is active. Adaptation
consists on changing the active configuration, selected according to the configuration
conditions and the current environment. Control data in this approach are those that
determine the active configuration.
A bit different in spirit is the proposal of [Bruni et al. 2013] since the authors
investigate a methodology to study the consequences of making a particular choice of
control data in an arbitrary model (namely, an Interface Automaton [de Alfaro and
Henzinger 2001]). For this purpose they introduce the concept of Adaptable Transition
Systems and its instantiation on Adaptable Interface Automata (AIA), an essential
model of adaptive systems inspired by the white-box approach to adaptation discussed
here, and based on a foundational model of component-based systems. The key feature
of AIAs are control propositions, the formal counterpart of control data. The choice of
control propositions is arbitrary, but it imposes a clear separation between ordinary,
functional behaviors and adaptive ones. The authors discuss how AIAs can be exploited
in the specification and analysis of adaptive systems, focusing on various notions
proposed in the literature, like adaptability, feedback loops, and control synthesis.
As should be evident, the “programs-of-programs” spirit of most approaches discussed in this section raises scalability and complexity issues. On the other hand, the
layered structure of the proposed models can be exploited to study adaptive systems
compositionally. As a matter of fact, the authors of [Zhang et al. 2009] propose a technique to verify properties of adaptive systems in a modular way. Adaptive programs
are modeled with n-plex adaptive programs which are essentially sets of finite state
machines, some of which representing steady state programs [Allen et al. 1998] and
the rest representing adaptation transitions between those programs. The structure
of an n-plex adaptive program makes explicit the separation of functional concerns
(realized by steady state programs) and adaptation concerns (realized by adaptation
transitions), which is exploited to reason about such systems in a modular way. Clearly,
the separation of concerns coincides with the spirit of our framework. In particular,
control data here are the individual steady state programs.
This separation of concerns has its counterpart in the property specification language
used, namely Adapt-operator extended LTL (A-LTL) proposed in [Zhang and Cheng
2006b]. A-LTL extends LTL with an adapt operator that does not provide more expressive power but allows to express properties of adaptive systems in a significantly more
concise manner. With respect to similar approaches, the modular verification phase
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exploits the separation of concerns and the assume/guarantee paradigm in order to
avoid the state explosion problem, thus providing a more scalable solution. For instance,
this allows the authors to tackle transitional properties of adaptation (e.g. graceful
adaptation, hot-swapping adaptation, restriction of adaptations to quiescent states, etc.)
in an efficient manner.
Structuring the behavior of adaptive system is a major concern in [Iftikhar and Weyns
2012]. The authors identify four main modes of operation (called state space zones)
in an adaptive system: the normal behavior zone (the system operates as expected),
the undesired behavior zone (the system has violated some constraint and needs to
be adapted), the invalid behavior zone (the system has violated some constraint and
cannot be adapted), and the adaptation behavior zone (the system is adapting to reenter the normal behavior zone). Their work is motivated by the necessity of shifting
the focus to behavioral aspects of adaptation, as evidenced in previous experiences of
the authors [Weyns et al. 2012] mainly concerned with architectural aspects. In this
approach, hence, the control data are those used to characterize the state space zones.
The authors use their approach to model and analyze the case study of a decentralized
adaptive traffic control system using timed automata and TCTL, a timed extension of
CTL. The authors distinguish two different adaptation capabilities (from the black-box
perspective): flexibility (ability to adapt to changing environments, e.g. to improve
performance) and robustness (ability to recover from failures).
Some of the above approaches rely on logical reasoning mechanisms to prove properties of adaptation. To this end, base steady programs are annotated with the properties
they ensure (cf. the above discussed adaptation lattices [Biyani and Kulkarni 2008]).
This idea of specification-carrying-programs is investigated in [Pavlovic 2000]. The
author identifies suitable semantical domains aimed at capturing the essence of adaptation. The behaviour of a system is formalized in terms of a category of specificationcarrying-programs (also called contracts), i.e. triples made of a program, a specification
and a satisfaction relation among them; arrows between contracts are refinement relations. Contracts are equipped with a functorial semantics, and their adaptive version is
obtained by indexing the semantics with respect to a set of stages of adaptation, yielding
a coalgebraic presentation potentially useful for further generalizations. An adaptation
is a transformation of a specification-carrying-program into another one, satisfying
some properties. As in many of the above approaches, the control data includes the
entire program being executed.
5. PROGRAMMING PARADIGMS FOR ADAPTATION

As observed in the previous sections, the nature of control data can vary considerably
depending both on the degree of adaptivity of the system and on the nature of the
computational formalisms used to implement it. Examples of control data include configuration variables, rules and plans (in rule-based programming), contexts (in contextoriented programming), interactions (in connector-centered approaches), policies (in
policy-driven languages), aspects (in aspect-oriented languages), monads and effects (in
functional languages), and even entire programs (in models of computation exhibiting
higher-order or reflective features). Indeed, many programming languages that consider
such forms of control data as first-class citizens have been promoted as suitable for programming adaptive systems (see the overviews of [Ghezzi et al. 2011; Salvaneschi et al.
]). Just restricting to Java some examples of technologies supporting adaptation include
Jolie [Montesi et al. 2007], ContextJ [Appeltauer et al. pear], JavAdaptor [Pukall et al.
2013] and Chameleon [Autili et al. 2010]. We survey in this section a representative
set of such programming paradigms and explain their notion of adaptation in terms of
our conceptual framework. In particular, we organize the discussed approaches in three
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paradigms: context-oriented programming (Section 5.1), aspect-oriented programming
(Section 5.2), and policy-oriented programming (Section 5.3).
5.1. Context-Oriented Programming for Adaptation

Context-oriented programing [Hirschfeld et al. 2008] has been designed as a convenient
paradigm for programming autonomic systems [Salvaneschi et al. 2011]. The main idea
of this paradigm is that the execution of a program depends on the runtime environment
under which the program is running.
Many languages have been extended to adopt the context-oriented paradigm. We
mention among others Lisp, Python, Ruby, Smalltalk, Scheme, Java, and Erlang. The
notion of context varies from approach to approach and in general it might refer to
any computationally accessible information. Without giving any concrete reference, a
typical example is the environmental data collected from sensors. In many cases the
universe of all possible contexts is discretised in order to have a manageable, abstract
set of fixed contexts. This is achieved, for instance by means of functions mapping
the environmental data into the set of fixed contexts. Code fragments like methods or
functions can then be specialized for each possible context. Such chunks of behaviours
associated with contexts are called variations.
The context-oriented paradigm can be used to program
autonomic systems by activating or deactivating variations in reaction to context changes. The key mechanism
exploited here is the dynamic dispatching of variations.
When a piece of code is being executed, a sort of dispatcher
examines the current context of the execution in order
to decide which variation to invoke. Contexts thus act as
some sort of possibly nested scopes. Indeed, very often a
stack is used to store the currently active contexts, and a
variation can propagate the invocation to the variation of
the enclosing context.
The key idea to achieve adaptation along the lines of
the MAPE-K framework is for the manager to control the
context stack (for example, to modify it in correspondence
with environmental changes) and for the managed component to access it in a read-only manner. Those points of the Fig. 9. MAPE-K architecture in
code in which the managed component queries the current context-oriented programming.
context stack are called activation hooks (adaptation hooks
in [Lanese et al. 2010] and in [Gjondrekaj et al. 2012], as we shall see in Sections 5.2
and 5.3, respectively).
Quite naturally, context-oriented programming falls into our framework by considering the context stack as control data. With this view, the only difference between
the approach proposed in [Salvaneschi et al. 2011] (cf. Fig. 9) and our ideas is that
the former suggests the control data to reside within the manager (this is not clear in
the figure but we refer to the detailed example in the cited paper), while we locate the
control data in the interface of the managed component.
5.2. Aspect-Oriented Programming for Adaptation

Aspect-oriented programming [Kiczales et al. 1997] and, in particular, dynamic aspectoriented programming [Popovici et al. 2003] have been advocated as a convenient
mechanism for the development of self-adaptive software by many authors since the
original proposal of [Greenwood and Blair. 2004].
The main idea is that the separation-of-concerns philosophy of aspects facilitates
the addition of autonomic computing capabilities to software systems. Indeed, while
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early works [Greenwood and Blair. 2004] put the stress on monitoring as an aspect,
subsequent works have generalized this idea to other capabilities. Adaptation, for
instance, can be realized through aspect weaving, i.e. the activation and deactivation
of advices (the code to be executed at join points), possibly enacted by an autonomic
manager. Advices, hence, can be understood as the control data of the aspect-based
adaptation paradigm. Dynamic aspect oriented programming languages, which are
equipped with dynamic aspect weaving mechanisms, thus facilitate the realization of
dynamic adaptation.
Adaptation hooks are also used in this paradigm. For instance in the tuple-space
approach of [Gjondrekaj et al. 2012], already discussed in Section 4.2. The idea is to
establish such hooks at join points as checks for adaptations in terms of installation or
removal of advices.
5.3. Policy-Oriented Programming for Adaptation

As we have seen in Section 4.1, rule-based approaches have been advocated as a
convenient mechanism for realizing self-adaptation. Another example of this tradition
are policies. Generally speaking, policies are in fact rules that determine the behavior
of an entity under specific conditions. Policies have been seen as mechanisms enjoying
the flexibility required by self-* systems, and tackling the problem at the right (high-)
level of abstraction.
A prominent example is PobSAM [Khakpour et al. 2012] (Policy-based Self-Adaptive
Model), a formal framework for modeling and analyzing self-adaptive systems which
relies on policies as a high-level mechanism to realize adaptive behaviors. Building upon
the authors experience in the development of the PAGODA framework [Talcott 2007]
(cf. Section 4.1), PobSAM combines the actor model of coordination [Agha 1986] with
process algebra machinery and shares the white-box spirit of separating application
and adaptation concerns. Indeed, the overall architecture of the system is composed by
managed actors, which implement the functional behavior of the system, and autonomic
manager (meta-)actors, which control the behavior of managed actors by enforcing
policies. In this manner, the adaptation logic is encoded in policies whose responsibility relies on well-identified system components (i.e. the managers). In particular,
the configuration of managers is determined by their sets of policies which can vary
dynamically. The currently active set of policies represents the control data in this
approach. Adaptation is indeed the switch between active policies. Policies are rules
that determine under which condition a specified subject must or must not do a certain
action. PobSAM distinguishes between governing policies, which control the managed
actors in their stable (cf. steady, normal) state and adaptation policies, which drive the
actors in the transient states (cf. adaptation phases).
The authors of [Lanese et al. 2010] propose a framework for dynamic adaptation
based on the combination of adaptation hooks, which specify where to apply adaptation,
and policies called adaptation rules, which specify when and how to apply it. In their
approach an adaptable application is an application that exposes part of its states and
the set of activities that it performs in a suitable interface called application interface.
Adaptation is enacted by suitable managers that exploit the adaptation rules in order
to introduce changes in the application through its interface. In particular, the rules
define adaptations that may change the activities by instantiating new code or changing
their configuration parameters and may also change part of the application’s state.
Hence, in this approach both the set of activities and the exposed application state are
to be considered as control data in the basic adaptation layer. On top of this basic layer,
dynamic adaptation can occur, which consists on modifying the adaptation rules at
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runtime. This makes adaptation managers adaptable as well. At this layer, hence, the
control data are precisely the adaptation rules, which determine the behavior of the
adaptation managers.
The approach is instantiated in Jolie [Montesi et al. 2007] (Java Orchestration
Language Interpreter Engine) a framework for rapid prototyping of service oriented
applications. The approach is, however, language agnostic. As a matter of fact, the
authors identify the basic ingredients needed to implement their approach in other
settings and a generic architecture to structure the framework. The former consists
of mechanisms needed to implement the adaptation interface and its manipulation
based on code mobility. At the architectural level applications are structured as clients
which rely on an activity manager to run their activities. Adaptation is governed by
adaptation servers, which are coordinated globally by an adaptation manager service.
6. RELATED WORK

We have already discussed some of our sources of inspiration in the previous sections
and how the underlying notion of adaptation can be recast in terms of our approach. In
this section we focus on other works about adaptation that have inspired our contribution or that have been conceived with a similar aim to ours: conceptual notions of
adaptation to explain or capture concrete existing approaches to adaptation. We are
aware that they represent only a fragment of the vast literature on adaptive systems
which, for obvious reasons, we cannot discuss here in a comprehensive manner. However, we believe that this section covers the most significant surveys on the topic under
study, and the references that can be found there can help to complete the picture.
The survey on self-adaptive software of [Salehie and Tahvildari 2009] is one of
the most comprehensive studies on the topic. It presents a taxonomy of adaptation
concerns, surveys a wide set of representative approaches from many different areas
and identifies some key research challenges. All the discussion is driven by the six
honest men mentioned in Section 1, namely the why, when, where, what, who, and
how issues in adaptation processes. Even if the focus is on self-adaptive software and
software engineering, the authors study and discuss also approaches to adaptation from
the fields of artificial intelligence, control theory and engineering, decision theory, and
network and distributed computing.
In the authors view, modern software can be
seen as an open loop, since it has life-cycles that
are inevitably subject to continuous modifications,
reparations and maintenance operations. Selfadaptive software is the solution to such openness
by closing the loop with feedback from the software itself and its context of operation. In this
view self-adaptation is seen as a complex feature
built upon other self-* mechanisms (namely selfFig. 10. An adaptation loop.
configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing, and selfprotecting), self-awareness and context-awareness. Adaptation loops are seen as a
fundamental process to achieve adaptive behaviors. The authors identify an adaptation
loop (cf. Fig. 10) reminiscent of that of IBM’s MAPE-K reference model, whose main
activities are monitoring, detecting, deciding, and acting. Common sensor mechanisms
such as logging, profiling and events which feed the monitoring activities are surveyed
and so are effector mechanisms like design and architectural patterns, meta-object
protocols (cf. Fig. 11) and dynamic aspect weaving, which realize the acting activities.
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The taxonomy focuses on four main facets of adaptation: the object of adaptation
(what and where), the mechanisms by which adaptation is realized (how), temporal
issues (when) and interaction concerns (who).
Regarding the object to adapt, the taxonomy is refined into issues that concern the
structuring of software systems into layers, components and all that. Hence, the what
and where need to consider the layer at which adaptation is applied and the granularity
of the artifacts subject to adaptation which may range from single attributes to entire
components. The impact and cost of adaptation is another issue which is closely related
to the previously mentioned ones. The taxonomy distinguishes between weak adaptation
(e.g. modifying parameters) and strong adaptation (e.g. replacing entire components).
The how facet of the taxonomy distinguishes between static (design-time coded) and
dynamic (runtime) adaptation, and between external and internal control loops. The
authors stress the benefits of dynamic adaptation and the poor scalability and maintainability offered by internal control loops due to the intertwining of the application
and the adaptation logic, which contradicts the separation-of-concerns principle that
the authors (and many others) promote as key feature of self-adaptive systems. Another
issue considered is the distinction between engineering adaptation as designed built-in
mechanism and achieving it through generic learning mechanisms, typical of artificial
intelligence approaches. Further issues of the how facet are whether the system is
open or close to runtime alternative adaptations, whether models of the system and the
environment are used, or if the adaptation mechanism is generic or domain-specific.
The temporal facet (when) focuses on two main issues that dictate the way the
decision and monitoring activities are performed within the adaptation loop. Regarding
the former, a distinction is made between reactivity and proactivity. Reactive adaptation
is triggered by certain events (typically changes in the context or the system itself),
while proactive adaptation involves the use of planning or prediction mechanisms to
anticipate such events. Monitoring activities can be continuous or adaptive, which
means that the features being monitored are dynamically selected, typically trying to
restrict them in order to mitigate the introduced overhead.
The last facet regards the interaction between
self-adaptive systems and other entities. This involves first the who question, the entities the selfadaptive system interacts with. The main distinction is between the fully autonomic view and the
human-in-the-loop view, which entails human involvement. Other sub-facets include trust-related
issues like security, assurance, dependability, and
predictability, and the support for interoperability.
Fig. 11. A reflective system.

The authors of [McKinley et al. 2004a] present
a survey of mechanisms to build adaptive systems together with a taxonomy of different
forms of compositional adaptation and some key challenges in this field. They argue that
there are two main approaches to adaptation: parameter adaptation, where program
variables that affect the system behavior are modified, and compositional adaptation,
based on component reconfiguration.
They identify three key technologies that enable the development of adaptive systems and that are nowadays widely accepted: component-based design, separationof-concerns, and computational reflection. Our framework promotes all these three
technologies, but does not require the latter, although we admit its power and suitability.
The authors pay a special attention to compositional adaptation and propose a taxonomy that focuses on three main questions: the how, when and where to compose. The
how includes mechanisms such as function pointers, wrappers, proxies, strategies and
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virtual component patterns, the meta-object protocol (cf. Fig. 11), aspect weaving (cf.
Section 5.2), and middlewares (e.g. interception middlewares). The when ranges from
static composition, carried out at development-, compile/link- and load-time, and dynamic composition, carried out at runtime and which may be mutable or tunable. In the
where they discuss middleware-based adaptation versus application-based adaptation.
The authors also discuss some challenges of self-adaptive software: assurance, i.e.
to ensure the correctness of components with respect to their specifications (cf. the
discussion on specification-carrying-programs in Section 4.3) and to guarantee that the
system operates safely during adaptation; security, i.e. to ensure the integrity of data
despite of the invasive mechanisms such as code injection and message interception
that may be employed; interoperability, i.e. to perform adaptations in a coordinated way
in distributed and heterogeneous systems; and decision making, i.e. to provide answers
to the main questions of the taxonomy, i.e. how, when, and where to adapt.
The authors of FORMS (cf. the discussion on [Andersson et al. 2009b; Weyns et al.
2010; 2012] in Section 3) provide in [Andersson et al. 2009c] a classification of modeling
dimensions for self-adaptive systems. Each dimension identifies an aspect that is
relevant to self-adaptation in software systems. The main motivation of their work is
the lack of agreement in the research and industrial community in what regards those
dimensions. Hence, their classification can be used as common ground which provides
a simple vocabulary or taxonomy to support the development of new systems or the
comparison of existing ones.
The authors have studied several approaches and have focused on the implicit underlying conceptual models rather than on the concrete technologies used to realize them.
As a result they identify four main groups of dimensions: dimensions regarding the
goals or objectives of adaptation, the changes that trigger adaptation, the mechanisms
that realize the adaptation, and the effects of adaptation. Goal dimensions include evolution, flexibility, duration, multiplicity and dependency of the system objectives. Change
dimensions regard the source, the type, the frequency, and the level of anticipation of
the adaptation triggers. The mechanism-related dimensions range from the type, to
the level of autonomy, passing through organization, scope, duration, timeliness and
triggering. Last, the dimensions that regard the effects of adaptation are criticality,
predictability, overhead, and resilience.
The authors identify the research challenges of each of the dimensions. They stress,
among other, the need of mechanisms to conciliate conflicting goals in open systems
where participants may be in competition; the need of lightweight monitoring and
adaptation techniques to mitigate their overhead; the need of decentralized mechanisms
for coordinating adaptation in distributed systems; the need of responsive mechanisms
in adaptive real-time systems; and the need of verification, validation, and prediction
mechanisms to ensure that self-adaptive systems behave correctly and predictably.
The author of [Raibulet 2008] shares our concerns regarding the fact that there are
several, apparently different understandings of adaptation, and while she considers
the goal of finding a comprehensive definition of adaptation as a difficult, perhaps
impossible, task, she proposes to identify the facets of adaptation and the corresponding
research challenges.
Different forms of adaptation are identified, namely architectural, structural, behavioral and content-based and the discussion is guided by three main questions: why is
adaptation needed?, which are the objectives of adaptation?, which are its main open
research issues?. Regarding the first question, the author concludes that, typically,
adaptation is needed to cope with resource variability, faults, the complexity of software
management (and the inherent overhead), and the convenience to tailor services to
users and their contexts. The second question is answered with an enumeration of
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different fields where adaptation techniques have been employed intensively. These
include control engineering systems, operating systems, networks, robotics, artificial
intelligence systems, e-learning systems, multimedia applications, information retrieval
systems and service-oriented applications such as Web Services.
The author concludes that an adaptive system should be self-aware, context-aware,
autonomous and reflective in order to adapt automatically on the basis of meaningful
information. In her conclusion the author identifies as necessary research efforts the
development of verification and validation techniques to ensure the correctness of selfadaptive systems, and wonders whether issues such as scalability, mobility, late-binding
or evolution mechanisms and self-* mechanisms such as self-healing, self-configuration,
self-management and self-optimization, are just additional facets of adaptation.
The research roadmap and vision of the Descartes research group described
in [Kounev 2011] contains interesting ideas regarding the challenge for engineering the
next generation of self-* systems and services. The key mechanism that the authors
identify is that of models for online QoS prediction. In the MAPE-K terminology this
means that the knowledge base contains a model of the performance of the system that
can be queried in order to proactively or reactively reconfigure the system.
Actually, they envision an architectural model
called the Online Reconfiguration Process (cf.
Fig. 12) which enriches the MAPE-K reference
model with two additional loops: one for refining
and calibrating the prediction models, and another one for forecasting the workload evolution.
The prediction models are to be exploited at
runtime to adapt the system to changes in the
environment so to satisfy QoS in near-to-optimal
ways, both in terms of utility and resource consumption. For example, self-adaptation actions
include the migration of virtual machines in a
cloud-based system and the rearrangement of resources in general. The QoS query mechanisms
provided by the models are able to predict the
effect of such reconfigurations before making a
decision and effectively enacting the adaptation.
Notably, self-adaptation is seen as one of the Fig. 12. An online reconfiguration process.
key properties of self-awareness, which may seem
to be in contradiction with [Salehie and Tahvildari 2009] where self-awareness is seen
as a key mechanism for achieving adaptation. Actually, there is no such contradiction,
but rather a different use of the term self-awareness which in [Salehie and Tahvildari
2009] and in our opinion should be understood as the ability of a system to be aware
of itself (i.e. its own state, architecture, behaviors) while in [Kounev 2011] is used in a
more general sense to denote autonomic, self-* systems.
The authors also identify a set of research areas that are contributing (and will
continue doing so) to the development of techniques and methods for engineering
self-* IT systems. They mention, among others, cloud computing, green computing,
service-oriented computing, distributed computing, and event-based computing.
The aim of the survey reported in [Bradbury et al. 2004] is to provide an overview of
approaches that support self-adaptation based on architectural reconfiguration. The
authors consider that an architecture is self-managed if it can perform architectural
changes at runtime by initiating, selecting, and assessing them by itself, without the
assistance of an external entity. Contrary to other surveys on architectural reconfiguDraft, Vol. N/A, No. N/A, Article N/A, Publication date: 0.
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ration (e.g. [Clements 1996; Mikic-Rakic and Medvidovic 2006]) the survey focuses on
formal models such as graphs, process algebras and logic.
The surveyed approaches are evaluated in terms of their support for basic reconfigurations such as component or connector addition/removal and composite reconfiguration
operations such as sequentialization, iteration and choices. Most of the approaches
studied support all such basic reconfigurations and some of the composite ones.
The study puts a special emphasis in the different types of adaptation selection: predefined, when the reconfiguration to be applied is predefined at design-time; constrained
when the reconfiguration to be applied is selected at runtime from a set of possible
reconfigurations that was defined at design-time; and unconstrained, when there is no
restriction on the reconfiguration to be applied.
Another issue considered is the ability of performing distributed reconfigurations in a
decentralized way. The authors claim that this is indeed one of the weakness of most of
the analyzed approaches, which limits their scalability and hence their ability to cope
with large-scale distributed architectures.
The author of [Lints 2010] discusses the notion of adaptation in a very general
sense, and identifies the main concepts around adaptation drawn from several different
disciplines, including evolution theory, biology, psychology, business, control theory
and cybernetics. The main motivation of the author is the vagueness in the use of the
term adaptation, and the large variety of non-conciliable definitions, which lead to
misunderstandings, confusion, and useless debates. The author aims at remedying this
by providing some general guidelines on the essential features of adaptive systems in
order to support their design and understanding.
The author claims that “in general, adaptation is a process about changing something,
so that it would be more suitable or fit for some purpose that it would have not been
otherwise”. Even if not explicitly stated, the author uses the term adaptability to denote
the capacity of enacting adaptation, and adaptivity for the degree or extent to which
adaptation is enacted. This leads to the identification of four main issues that typically
play a role in approaches to adaptation: goals, contexts, time-frames, and granularity.
Contexts play a fundamental role in most approaches to adaptation. For instance,
in control theory adaptation is a mechanism to deal with external (i.e. contextual)
perturbances. Most interestingly, in some fields (e.g. robotics and psychology) the
behavior of an entity is considered to be adaptive depending on the context in which
such behavior is enacted or even in how regular such context is (cf. the example of this
black-box perspective in the field of robotics [Harvey et al. 2005] in Section 2).
Adaptation as an act aimed at fulfilling specific goals or objectives is something
common, but not mandatory. There are indeed examples of adaptive systems that are
purely reactive and do not have an explicit goal to be pursued. This is often the case
in control systems, where robustness, the ability to keep the system in some state in
spite of external perturbances, is sometimes considered as an adaptation mechanism.
Lofti Zadeh [Zadeh 1963], for instance, proposes to consider a system as adaptive with
respect to operating conditions and a class of performance values if its performance in
those conditions stays within that class. adaptativity in this case is interpreted as a
measure to compare adaptive systems on the basis of the set of operating conditions
under which a system remains adaptive. Other authors, instead, propose to measure
adaptivity as the speed at which the system achieves its goals.
The time frame of adaptation is another of the four main issues. Adaptation, indeed,
can regard short- or long-term time frames. Very often a sequence of short-framed
actions can be considered as non-adaptive, e.g. worsening the system performance, but
they may lead the system toward its goals in the long-term. Long-term adaptation,
called evolution by some authors, does very often involve evolutionary and learning
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Fig. 13. Summary of some the control data forms discussed.

processes. Evolutionary approaches are original from in the field of biology, where
adaptation has been often seen as a selective process, which involves the notions of
feedback loops and fitness functions, fundamental as well in many other fields, control
theory among others. Evolutionary perspectives, however, often assume that adaptation
is driven by external selection forces, and adaptation is restricted to variations and
selection, but of course many adaptive systems rely on different mechanisms.
Related to the time-framing is the notion of granularity. Adaptation can be seen as a
feature of individuals (e.g. survival in biological systems) or collectives (e.g. continuation
of the species). As a matter of fact a system, even a software system, may be considered
as adaptive even if made of components that are not considered to be adaptive. This is
sometimes called emergent adaptation.
The author concludes his discussion suggesting that “due to the relativity of adaptation
it does not really matter whether a system is adaptive or not (they all are, in some way
or another), but with respect to what it is adaptive”.
Other interesting overviews on adaptation include the survey on context-aware service engineering of [Kapitsaki et al. 2009] which focuses on mechanisms to realize
context-awareness in adaptive services; the survey on autonomic computing of [Huebscher and McCann 2008], which provides a comprehensive and clear overview of the
past, present and future of autonomic computing research; the discussion of [Mühl et al.
2002], which, motivated by the lack of agreement on the meaning of self-managing
and self-organizing systems, introduces a classification of such systems building upon
Zadeh’s definition of adaptive systems; and the work reported in [Fritsch et al. 2008],
which describes a classification of automotive software with respect to their adaptation
requirements and defines a taxonomy of adaptation dimensions in automotive software.
7. CONCLUSION

We have presented a white-box conceptual framework for adaptation that promotes
a neat separation of the adaptation logic from the application logic through a clear
identification of control data and their role in the adaptation logic. To validate the
framework we have described a representative set of archetypal approaches to (self-)
adaptation ranging from engineering solutions (Section 3), to computational models
(Section 4) and to programming languages and paradigms (Section 5). For each of them
we have highlighted the main distinguishing features and we have discussed how they
fit in our framework. As a byproduct, our work provides an original perspective from
which to survey Computer Science approaches to self-adaptive systems. As a matter of
fact, we have also discussed (Section 6) other surveys and taxonomies conceived with
the same aim as our work: to establish a common ground for fruitful research debates
by clarifying and identifying the key features of self-adaptive systems.
The discussion of this paper has also helped us to identify many different forms of
control data that can be found in the literature. Figure 13 summarizes most of them,
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together with the main mechanisms used to realize adaptation. Our position is that
there does not exist the best form of control data. Every form of control data can be
adequate. However, we strongly believe that the choice of control data should adhere
to the following three principles (cf. [McKinley et al. 2004a]): separation of concerns,
component-based design and computational reflection.
Regarding the first two principles, we believe that the choice of control data should
neatly separate the application logic from the adaptation logic, and should be clearly
identified and encapsulated in a specific component of a suitable adaptation loop, in
order to guarantee an understandable, modular design. For this purpose sound design
principles should be developed in order to ensure correctness-by-design, and guidelines
for the development of adaptive systems conforming to well-understood patterns.
As for the third principle (computational reflection), we believe that higher-order
forms of control data are to be preferred if computationally affordable, since they make
it easy to carry the life-cycle of reliable self-adaptive system to runtime, by providing
runtime models that can be used to monitor, predict and modify the systems.
Our paper focuses essentially on designed white-box adaptation, but there is also a
growing interest around the notion of emerging adaptation and black-box adaptation.
Emergent adaptation is typical of massively parallel and distributed systems such
as swarms and ensembles. A conceptual framework for that kind of systems requires
to shift from a local notion of control data to a global one, where the control data of
the individual components of the system are treated as a whole, which will possibly
require some mechanism to amalgamate them for the manager, and to project them
backwards to the components. Also, such systems use mechanisms coordinate the
adaptation of individual components in order to obtain a meaningful adaptation of the
whole system. Interesting in this regard can be to shift our focus to Singerian forms of
adaptation [Sagasti 1970; Bouchachia and Nedjah 2012] where the subject of adaptation
is the environment (i.e. control data resides in the environment) - typical of coordination
approaches based on the spatial computing paradigm (e.g. [Viroli et al. 2011; Beal et al.
2012]) - as opposed to the Darwinian adaptation we have focused on where the system
is the subject of the adaptation (i.e. control data resides in the system).
Black-box adaptation focuses on the external observation and requirements of selfadaptive systems, i.e. at measuring or expressing requirements on how a software
system adapts his ability to reach some goal under specific context variations. We believe
that research efforts are needed to conciliate black-box and white-box perspectives.
Ideally, the internal mechanisms and external manifestations of adaptive behavior
should be coherent, so that, for instance, a black-box analysis can validate that the level
of adaptability is strongly dependent on the adaptation logic.
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